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Abstract

As mainstream literature in the business communication field has yielded a strong preference toward the specific skills required in the business field, this study aimed to elucidate students’ perceptions of the six main enduring themes, namely, rhetoric, technology, culture, dissemination, motivation, and impression, in current business communication instruction. A questionnaire survey was employed to determine the perceptions of 144 students toward topics they had already studied in a business communication course conducted in an international college in Thailand. Students’ perceptions were also compared with the five widely-used business communication textbooks, as well as the course syllabus being used in the above-mentioned business communication course. The analysis indicated technology as the most controversial theme with regard to the course, the five textbooks, and the students. The findings in this study have both theoretical and practical implications. The study considered the application of theme-based instruction into a business discipline by adopting a top-down approach to research students’ learning from “big ideas”, i.e. themes, rather than a superficial knowledge of a broader range of ideas, information or specific skills.
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INTRODUCTION

Theme-based instruction (TBI) originates from general primary education and has been practiced since 1960 in the UK (Cameron, 2001). It was then integrated into language teaching, described as a model in which “the language syllabus has been arranged around a core thematic syllabus” (Housen & Pierrard, 2005, p. 435), and “the teacher selects a theme from which language outcomes are to be realized” (Met, 1999: 8). Theme-based instruction has also been widely used in language courses at university level to contribute to students’ academic achievement in higher education (Snow, 2001).

The rationale for this thematic approach is to “avoid fragmentation and unconnected skill exercises” by integrating a variety of activities around meaningful contents to satisfy students’ authentic needs and interests (Berry & Mindes, 1993). With the theme providing a meaningful context for understanding, learners can have a fast acquisition of new vocabulary, and use the language for the natural use of a wide range of discourse types, both written and spoken (Cameron, 2001).

Following the success of teaching and learning experiences of TBI application in language classrooms, this research was designed to examine the importance of the themes included in a Business Communication course, conducted at an international college in Thailand. The students’ perspective was the focus of the study, as the current syllabus used in the course is based upon widely-used textbooks in business communication, rather than students’ practical needs and interests. Therefore, the following research questions were addressed:

1) What are students’ perceptions towards the themes included in their business communication course in the international college in Thailand?

2) What are the different foci regarding business communication themes in students’ perceptions, and those being used in the business communication course syllabus in the international college in Thailand, or the current field of business communication?

It is hoped that this theme-based study could contribute a new perspective to the mainstream literature in the business communication field as most current studies yield a strong preference toward specific skills required in the business field (McPherson, 1998; Wardrop, 2002; Robles, 2012). Moreover, it is believed that focusing on “themes” not only enables teachers to link different disciplines meaningfully, but also provides students with more opportunities to develop deeper knowledge of a few “big ideas” rather than a superficial knowledge of a broader range of ideas and information.
LITERATURE REVIEW

Theme-based Instruction in General

TBI has been defined as an approach with a broader model of content-based instruction, in which the emphasis is on exposing students to a “highly contextualized” second language environment by structuring the whole course around certain themes or topics (Wesche & Skehan, 2002; Brinton, 2003). Apart from integrating curriculum areas around a topic, theme-based units also link curriculum strands and can capitalize on learners’ interests, therefore creating a sense of purpose and community in the classroom (Mumford, 2000). Handal and Bobis (2004) argued that TBI focuses on the “application” of a subject connected to an overarching theme, which is different from topic-based teaching where the emphasis is on the subject “content.”

There are many advantages of adopting a theme-based syllabus in teaching and learning. It allows the teacher to select a theme in accordance with students’ interests, needs, and aims, but also provides a natural setting that focuses on the learners’ real needs, interests, and real-life experience. Learners, therefore, can achieve better comprehension and intrinsic motivation by participating in such a course (Snow & Brinton, 1988; Brinton, Snow & Wesche, 1989; Met, 1991). Cummins (1980) provided further significant theoretical support for TBI by arguing in support of its function in enhancing students’ basic interpersonal communication skills. This refers to a social dimension demonstrating a student’s ability to converse socially with teachers, peers, and others, and is supported by TBI, as a course organized around themes can create a more natural communicative environment.

Themes in Business Communication

Literature regarding textbook theme analysis is not new (Aronoff, 1975; Villere & Stearns, 1976). Business communication, as a hybrid discipline, consists of broader theoretical traditions in rhetorical theory, communication theory, and management theory. According to Bell and Muir (2014), there are six main themes with enduring relevance to business communication today, namely, rhetoric, technology, culture, dissemination, motivation, and impression. The specific topics under each theme were also discussed by referring to five widely-used business communication textbooks:

c. Business Communication, 16/e, (2010), by Carol M. Lehman and Debbie D. DuFrene
According to Bitzer (1968), a rhetorical discourse comes into existence as a response to a situation, in the same sense that an answer is a response to a question, or a solution to a problem. Hence, a rhetorical situation is a situation that determines and brings about a rhetoric, and the rhetoric creates situations by making issues salient. Devitt (1989) also explained the close relationship between rhetorical situations and discourse types: “[A] rhetorical situation calls for an appropriate response in discourse. As speakers and writers respond to the situation, they use certain discourse characteristics: a particular type of organization, a certain amount and type of detail, a level of formality, a syntactic style, and so on.” According to Haase (2012), oral and written communication skills will always be a part of business communication, following the rhetorical principle (as cited in Bell & Muir, 2014). Topics under rhetorical themes used in textbooks consist of planning, composing, and completing messages; skills related to oral and written communication; and word choice, construction of sentences and paragraphs, persuasive messages, and writing for positive effect.

**Technology**

The development of business communication has always been driven by technology, especially, with the use of social media and other channels in which messages can be both created and delivered. Topics falling into this theme include work-related messages; reporting basics including types, length, and formality; and technology-based skills, such as PowerPoint designs, data and graphic presentations.

**Culture**

Globalization has increased the need for people to be involved in international activities and intercultural communication. Consequently, globalization has become a common issue. Even though many scholars and researchers have produced work on various aspects of intercultural communication, business communication in classroom practice has not always been strong in highlighting the diversity of culture, as it tends to be dominated by standard American business communication models (of writing and delivery), as argued by Bell and Muir (2014). There are only one or two chapters discussing communication across cultures in each of the five textbooks used for analysis in this study.

**Dissemination**

This theme mainly refers to the efficiency and effectiveness of delivering messages. It is regarded as the foundation of communication studies in general, and contributes to the physical and logical flow of
information (Shannon & Weaver, 1949, cited in Bell & Muir, 2014). Listening, meeting, oral presentation, and team and interpersonal skills are included in this theme.

Motivation
Motivation addresses the motivation of the sender and the needs of the audience. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs (1943) can be used to analyze people’s needs in general and determine ways to appeal to such needs. Unfortunately, there is no chapter in the five examined business communication textbooks that covers this theme.

Impression
This includes how the sender is seen and wants to be seen by the audience. According to Bell and Muir (2014), this theme is important to employment, career and client communication in terms of making first impressions, and therefore, it becomes the second most covered content (23.7%) besides technology (24.7%) in the five business communication textbooks, compared with rhetoric (20.6%), dissemination (12.4%), culture (6.2%), and motivation (0). Topics related to impression include delivering positive or negative messages; job-related skills, such as writing a resume or a cover letter, conduct in an interview, and follow-up messages; a “you” attitude; and positive emphasis.

METHODOLOGY

Participants
All participants of the study were students majoring in business administration, who had passed the English IV course (the highest level of general education course regarding English proficiency) before taking the business communication course, which is among the core courses of the business administration program at the international college in Thailand where the study was conducted.

A purposive sampling technique was employed to select participants. Purposive sampling is also known as nonprobability sampling, purposeful sampling, or “qualitative sampling.” According to Tashakkori and Teddlie, it involves selecting certain units or cases “based on a specific purpose rather than randomly” (as cited in Teddlie & Yu, 2007). Therefore, all 144 students who took the business communication course participated in the study.

Ethical Considerations

The following measures were taken to avoid ethical issues during data-collection:
1. Data was collected at the end of the trimester; therefore, students had finished all content included in the course and grades had been given;
2. The teacher gave clear instructions and explanations before distributing the questionnaires;
3. The teacher informed the students that their participation was voluntary; 
4. The students’ answers were anonymous; 
5. The students were given enough time to respond to the questions; 
6. The teacher was absent when students were giving answers.

**Teaching Background of the Business Communication Course**

The Business Communication Course in the focal business program consists of a 12 week block of study, in which students meet twice a week, with each class session lasting two hours. In total, there are 48 teaching hours for this course. The detailed time allocation for each theme is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Summary of Topics Taught Under Each Theme in the Business Communication Course Syllabus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rhetoric</td>
<td>Introduction to BC 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7Cs and word choices 3 class x 2 hours=6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contraction of clear sentences and paragraphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writing process: planning/writing/proofreading 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Persuasive messages 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Writing for positive effect 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong> 14 hours (29.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Basic report writing 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types of report: proposal, business plans, formal business reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graphics and graphs design in report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Email writing 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Memo and letter, and writing via social media 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong> 6 hours (12.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>Cross-cultural communication 1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-verbal skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong> 2 hours (4.2%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissemination</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening skills</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal skills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting skills</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral presentation skills</td>
<td>2 class x 2 hours=4 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>8 hours (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audience analysis</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reader benefits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>2 hours (4.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive, neutral, and negative messages</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resume</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover letter</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interview</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follow-up messages</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“You” attitude</td>
<td>1 class x 2 hours=2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research skills: finding, analyzing,</td>
<td>3 classes x 2 hours=6 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>documenting information, questionnaire,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interview, composing reports, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>16 hours (33.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>48 Teaching Hours (100%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Instruments**

A survey questionnaire was employed to determine the perception of the 144 students toward the topics included in the business communication course. The students were asked to give their perception of the importance of a given communication topic that they had already studied. Perceptions were identified as: 1 = not at all important, 2 = unimportant, 3 = somewhat important, 4 = important and 5 = very important.
RESULTS

Objective 1 Students’ Perceptions

As shown in Figure 1, all themes covered in the business communication course, with the exception of technology were perceived as important to varying degrees. Dissemination was clearly the most important theme compared with others, with a mean value of 4.25. The second most important theme was impression (4.18), followed by culture (4.12), rhetoric (4.05), and motivation (4.00).

Figure 2 shows detailed information on the degree of importance of each topic under each theme included in the business communication course. Under the theme of Technology, which was deemed “somewhat important” overall, various types of writing, namely Graphics and Graph Design in Reports (3.44), Memos (3.49), Letters (3.68), and Writing via Social Media (3.73), were not perceived as important topics, while Email Writing (4.37) achieved the second highest mean value overall. The highest score of 4.58 belonged to the topic of “Research Skills” under the theme Impression. Other topics which the participants did not find to be important were Introduction to Business Communication (3.75), Bad News Messages (3.80), and Good and Neutral Messages (3.87), under the theme Impression; Reader Benefits (3.92), under the theme Motivation; and Non-verbal Communication Skills (3.94) under the theme Culture.

![Figure 1. Mean of importance of themes included in the Business Communication Course](image-url)
Figure 2. Mean of importance of topics included in the Business Communication Course
Objective 2 Different Theme Foci among Students’ Perceptions, Course Syllabus, and Textbooks

Table 2 Comparison of Importance of Themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Importance</th>
<th>Five Books</th>
<th>Business Communication Course (BC Course)</th>
<th>Students’ Perception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technology (24.70%)</td>
<td>Impression (23.70%)</td>
<td>Rhetoric (20.60%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Impression (33.30%)</td>
<td>Rhetoric (29.20%)</td>
<td>Dissemination (16.70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dissemination (4.25)</td>
<td>Impression (4.18)</td>
<td>Culture (4.12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Technology**

Table 2 compares the importance of each theme from different perspectives. With reference to the theme of Technology, it can be seen that this theme is the most important among the five most popular business communication books, as it accounts for almost a quarter of the contents of each book. In the BC Course, its importance declines to the fourth important theme, making up 12.5% of the course content. However, regarding student perception, this theme was perceived to be the least important among the participating students, especially in terms of graphics and graph designs, and the various writing styles, such as memo writing, letter writing, and writing via social media (see Figure 2).

**Dissemination**

Regarding the theme of dissemination, which consists of both soft skills (e.g., team and interpersonal skills) and employability skills (e.g., meeting, listening, and presentation skills), the participants expected to gain more information from this theme, as it was deemed the most important. Both the BC Course and the textbooks failed to pay adequate attention to this theme as it only accounts for 16.7% and 12.4% of the content respectively.

**Impression**

There was little difference regarding Impression as it was very important to all three parties, being either the most important or the second most important theme.
Culture
Participants perceived culture as the third most important topic, and therefore more important than it appears in textbooks (6.2%) or the course syllabus (4.2%).

Motivation
All three parties failed to perceive the importance of this theme, indicating it as either the least important or the second least important theme, as shown in Table 2.

Rhetoric
It seems that all three parties (the Books, BC Course, and students) achieved a relatively similar consensus regarding Rhetoric, deeming it a moderately important topic (see Table 2).

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This study has identified various differences by comparing students’ perceptions with their theme-based business communication course syllabus at an international college in Thailand, and five well-known textbooks, with regard to six themes used in the business communication discipline.

From the students’ perspective, the theme Technology was found to be the least important, especially in terms of graphics and graph design, and various writing styles, such as memo writing, letter writing, and writing via social media. However, this result is not surprising. As argued by Prensky (2001), today’s students have changed radically, and they are no longer the people our educational system was designed to teach. The younger generations are “digital natives” who speak the digital language of computers, video games, and the internet. They are so familiar with all kinds of new technical skills by nature, and therefore do not need to be taught by teachers who are mainly “digital immigrants.” Email writing is the second most important topic perceived by the students, as it is the most commonly used form of written communication in the corporate workplace, as argued by DeKay (2010). Accordingly, future books regarding business communication could reduce the proportion of the book devoted to the theme of Technology but ensure that topics related to email writing are maintained due to the significance and the practical role of emails in the workplace.

The theme Dissemination consists of soft skills (e.g., team and interpersonal skills) and employability skills (e.g., meeting, listening, and presentation skills). Compared with technical skills, soft and employability skills have gradually emerged as more important and the most wanted skills for which employers are looking for, from potential employees (Randy & Claire, 2007; Robles, 2012; Clokie & Fourie, 2016). Students expect to gain more information from the theme Dissemination, but both the BC
Course and the textbooks do not pay adequate attention to this theme.

There is little difference in the importance of Impression from the different perspectives. It is assumed that all topics under this theme play practical roles in the workplace. Interestingly, students have the highest degree of interest in research skills that are more complex and involve higher-order thinking. Both professional book writers and teachers could devote more time to helping students develop these skills based on the corresponding high needs of students.

Even though students indicated little interest in non-verbal communication, they perceived cross-cultural communication as an important topic. In the last century Munter (1993) pointed out the importance of cross-cultural communication for managers who wish to succeed in today’s global environment. Johnson, Lenartowicz, and Apud (2006) also argued that the lack of cross-cultural competence on the part of business practitioners is among the major reasons for many international business failures. The successful managers of the 21st century will be the culturally-competent ones (Lewis, 2006). Therefore, business communication courses should focus more on cross-cultural competence.

Students also perceived the audience analysis under Motivation as important. This involves identifying the audience and adapting a speech to their interests, level of understanding, attitudes, and beliefs. Taking an audience-centered approach is important as a communicator’s effectiveness will be improved if the presentation of information is created and delivered in an appropriate manner, based upon the needs of the targeted audience. Therefore, it is suggested that textbooks should include more discussions related to motivation.

Last but not least, it seems that all three parties (the Books, BC Course, and students) have achieved a consensus regarding the importance of the theme Rhetoric. As defined by Joseph and McGlinn (2002), “Logic is the art of thinking; grammar, the art of inventing symbols and combining them to express thought; and rhetoric, the art of communicating thought from one mind to another, the adaptation of language to circumstance.” An effective and efficient communication only takes place when a communicator possesses logical contents, accurate grammar, and the capabilities to adapt according to different contexts.

**Theoretical implications**

The findings of this study have important theoretical implications. Firstly, it has adopted a top-down approach to researching students’ learning from “big ideas”, i.e. themes, rather than a superficial knowledge of a broader range of ideas, information or specific skills. It is hoped that this could offer a brand-new perspective to research the business communication field. Secondly, this study highlights the importance of listening
to the student voice as an active respondent in creating a learner-centered learning environment (Fielding, 2012). It is different, however, from previous research on student voice, in which student voice served as a catalyst for change in terms of improving teaching, curricula and teacher-student relationships, leading to changes in student assessment and teacher training (Feiding, 2001; Lodge, 2005; Mitra, 2003, cited in Wei, 2018). This study aimed to find out the mismatches among the business communication textbooks, educational practitioners, and students, by assessing student perceptions.

Practical implications

This study has also brought practical contributions to the current literature in both the TBI and business communication fields.

Firstly, students in this study are independent and mature learners who are assumed to have possessed certain critical thinking skills; therefore, their perceptions could be used as references by professionals in the field when composing books or teaching the business communication subject. Moreover, it is hoped that the teachers should determine students’ needs and wants and make corresponding adjustments in their teaching practice, rather than relying too much upon the textbooks.

Secondly, this study is different from the current empirical studies regarding TBI in terms of participants and context. The application of TBI mainly took place either in pure language classrooms (Kasper, 1997; Brinton, Snow, & Wesche, 2003; Rodgers, 2006) or by targeting younger learners (Alptekin, Erçetin, & Bayyurt ,2007; Fathimah, 2014; Tussa’diah & Nurfadillah, 2018). This study, however, applied TBI in a business discipline with adults. In the meantime, adopting TBI in the business field is also a new direction for other researchers to refer to.

Limitations and future research

Despite its contribution, the research is not without limitations. The textbooks on business communication being researched in this study have since produced more updated versions. It is suggested that educators who are interested in this line of research could analyze the themes included in the new versions to find out any similarities or differences. Furthermore, it is hoped that more and more future research could focus on studying the themes included in business communication at a broader and more strategic level. The current literature in business communication discussing themes is rather limited; this study, therefore, has mainly referred to the research results of Bell and Muir (2014)’s research results.
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